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Abstract 

These days, it becomes popular that people use computer networks and many 

network services are provided. In computer networks, messages are transmitted over 
communication lines, and it is not di伍cult to eavesdrop the lines. Moreover, injecting 
false messages or replays of previous messages to the lines is also not di伍cult.

To prevent the unauthorized disclosure of data, the cryptographic system which 
consists of encryption and decryption is used. To prevent the unauthorized modification 

of data, various basic protocols, say a digital signature, are proposed. Also, by using 
these basic techniques, protocols for many activities, say an election and a bidding, are 
proposed. These protocols use cryptographic systems 叩d/or one-way functions , and 
are called cryptographic protocols. 

Because of a protocol's defect, a cryptographic protocol may not be secure even 

though the cryptographic systems used in the protocol are assumed to be secure. For 

this reason, when we discuss the security of a protocol itself, the cryptographic sysｭ
tems used in the protocol むe assumed to be secure. Under this assumption , the 
cryptographic protocol is said to be secure if it is impossible for enemies to violate the 

intention of the protocol, for example, to disclose or modify protected data, where it is 
supposed that the enemies can use any information which they can get from networks 

by wiretapping, and use any operation which is not prohibited in the protocol. In most 

cases, it is not clear whether or not a proposed cryptographic protocol is secure , and 
the security of very few cryptographic protocols except for some protocols are verified 

in their proposal. 

For such security problems of cryptographic protocols, the decision problem has 
been formalized as a unification problem of two terms in term rewriting sys七em . In 

this formalization , the two terms are not unifiable if 組d only if the protocol is secure. 

In general, it is known that the decision problem is undecidable. Moreover, there is no 
even semidecision procedure to assure the security of cryptographic protocols which are 

secure in the above sense. Our group has presented a su伍cient condition under which 

the decision problem is decidable , and for the security problems which satisちr the 

su伍cient condition , our group also presented a polynomial time decision algorithm. 

But it is not clear whether or not the decision algorithm can decide the security in 

practical time since the worst case time complexity of this algorithm is O(η8). 

In the first p訂t of this dissertation , the implementation and evaluation of the 
algorithm are described. To implement this algorithm, the detail of the algorithm is 
designed since the algorithm was presented in abstract way. The algorith皿 is also 
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refined to speed up and to save space in average case since it is surmised that the 

original algorithm is not e伍cient in average case. To evaluate the usefulness of the 

algorithm, the security problems of several cryptographic protocols which satisちr the 

su伍cient condition are considered , and those security problems むe solved by using the 

implemented system. The system can decide the security in a few minutes or less for 

simple protocols and in two days or less for comparatively complex protocols. From 

these results, it is confirmed that this system can decide the security in practical time 
and we conclude that this system is useful to decide the security of cryptographic 

protocols. 

There むe some cases that the security problems of cryptographic protocols pro四

p05ed 50 far do not satisちr the su伍cient condition. Many of those security problems 

do not satisfy one subcondition (right-linearity) of the su伍cient condition but satisfy 

any other subconditions. In the second part of this dissertation , a polynomial time 

verification method for security problems including the problems which do not satisちr

right-linearity is proposed. Since this method is not a decision algorithm, not all the 
security of such problems can be decided by this verification method. To veriちr such 

security problems, first , the decision problem is modified to the problem with sorts 

(types) of terms. In this decision problem, we introduce three transformations of a 

formal description of a security problem. They transform the original description to 

the description which satisfies right-linearity grammatically. And we show the relaｭ

tions between the security of the original description and that of transformed one. By 

using these transformations as subroutines, we present a new polynomial time verｭ

ification method for security problems including the problems which do not satisちf

right-linearity. As described above, this method cannot decide all the security of such 
problems, but stops in polynomial time. A security problem for the network authentiｭ

cation protocol, Kerberos, which is used in the Internet is one of the security problems 
that newly can be assured the security by this new method. 

Consequently, we conclude that , by using the verification methods described in 
this dissertation, we can analyze the security of cryptographic protocols more formally. 
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Chapter 1 

Introd uction 

These days, it becomes popular that people use computer networks and many 

network services are provided. In computer networks , messages are transmitted over 
communication lines, and it is not di伍cult to eavesdrop the lines. Moreover, injecting 
false messages or replays of previous messages to the lines is also not di伍c山[2].

To prevent the unauthorized disclosure of data, the cryptographic system which 
consists of encryption and decryption is used. To prevent the unauthorized modification 

of data, various basic protocols, say digital signature protocols, are proposed. Also, 
by using these basic techniques, protocols for m組y activities, say an electionωd a 

bidding, are proposed. These protocols use cryptographic systems and/or one-way 

functions , and are called cryptographic protocols. 
Because of a protocol 's defect, a cryptographic protocol may not be secure even 

though the cryptographic systems used in the protocol are assumed to be secure. For 

this reason, when we discuss the security of a protocol itself, the cryptographic sysｭ
tems used in the protocol are assumed to be secure. Under this 鉛sumption ， the 

cryptographic protocol is said to be secure if it is impossible for enemies to violate the 

intention of the protocol, for example, to disclose or modify protected data, where it is 
supposed that the enemies can use any information which they can get 仕om networks 

by wiretapping, and use 組y operation which is not prohibited in the protocol[3, 4, 6, 7]. 

But the security ofvery few cryptographic protocols except for some protocols, say [11 ], 
are verified formally in their proposal. In most cases, it is not clear whether or not a 

proposed cryptographic protocol is secure. It has been pointed out that the designers 

of a network (or those of cryptographic protocols) were not necessarily honest. Hence, 
the users of cryptographic protocols desire to assure the security of them. 

For such security problems of cryptographic protocols, various kinds of research 
have been done. The decision problem of the security problems h笛 been discussed and 

凶 been formalized ぉ a unification problem of two terms in term rewriting sy悦m[3 ，

4, 6, 7]. In this formalization , the two terms are not unifiable if and only if the protocol 
is secure. In general, it is known that the decision problem is undecidable[6], that is, 
there is no systematic way to decide the security of cryptographic protocols. 

Several approaches to veriち， the security of cryptographic protocols have been 

proposed. If a protocol is insecure, it is theoretical1y possible to find security fiaws 
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by enumerating and checking all the information which active enemies can obtain. 

By using this approach , some systems to support finding security flaws have been 
implemented, say Ir山rrogator[16] and I¥;RL Protocol Analyzer[12]. But as mentioned 

in [15] , this approach is not e伍cient 叩d this approach cannot be used to assure the 

security of cryptographic protocols. If a cryptographic protocol is secure in the above 

sense, it must be pointed out that the protocol is secure in some way, but even a 

semidecision procedure to assure the security does not exist. 

Another approach based on modallogics, BAN logic[l ], has been proposed to deｭ
cide the security of authentication protocols. This approach is si皿ilar to what have 

been developed for the analysis of evolution of knowledge and belief in distributed sysｭ

tems. BAN logic can show whether or not an authentication protocol is secure. But as 

pointed out in [15], BAN logic has a problem in deciding the security of authentication 

protocols since active attacks like impersonating are not considered. 

In [3], the decision problem in very simple and restricted cases is discussed and 
therefore, the class of protocols which can be decided the security by this method is 
too limited. 

In [6, 7], our group has presented a su伍cient condition under which the decision 

problem is decidable , and our group also has presented a polynomial time (of the length 

of the description of a security problem) decision algorithm for the security problems 

of cryptographic protocols which satisfy the su伍cient condition. The cl笛s of protocols 

which can be decided the security by this algorithm is much larger than that considered 

in [3]. 

But it is not clear whether or not the decision algorithm proposed in [6，可 c組

decide the security in practical time since this algorithm needs O(n8) time in worst 

case, where n represents the length of the description of a security problem. In this 

dissertation, the decision algorithm proposed in [6, 7] is implemented and evaluated. 

To implement this algorithm, the detail of the algorithm is designed since the algorithm 
was presented in abstract way. The algorithm is also re五ned to speed up and to save 

space in average case since it is surmised that the original algorithm is not e伍cient

in average case. To evaluate the usefulness of the algorithm, the security problems of 
several cryptographic protocols which satisfy the su伍cient condition are considered, 
and those security problems are solved by using the implemented system. As the 

result of modification and refinement of the original algorithm, the system ca且 decide

the security in a few minutes or less for simple protocols むld 山 two days or less for 

compむatì\'ely complex protocols. From these results, it is con五rmed that this system 

can decide the security in practical time and we conclude that this system is useful to 

decide the security of cryptographic protocols. 

There are some cases that the security problems of cryptographic protocols prか
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posed so far do not satisちr the su伍cient condition. The sufficient condition consists 

of three subconditions. Many of those security problems do not satisfy one subcondiｭ

tion, especially one property of the subcondition called right-linearity, but satisfy any 
other subconditions of the su伍cient condition. In this dissertation, a polynomial tim 

verification method for security problems including the problems which do not satisちF

right-linearity is proposed. Since this method is not a decision algorithm, not all th 
security of such problems can be decided by this new method. To verify such securit 

problems, first , the decision problem is modified to the problem with sorts (types). 

By this modification , it becomes natural to treat the substitutions for variables whose 
domains are restricted. We introduce three transformations of a formal description of 

a security problem. They transform the original description to the description which 

satisfies righ t骨linearity grammatically. And we show the relations between the security 

of the original description and that of transformed one. By using these transformations 

as subroutines, we present a new polynomial time verification method for security probｭ

lems including the problems which do not satisfy right-linearity. As described above, 

this method cannot decide all the security of such problems, but stops in polynomial 
time. One of the security problems that newly can be assured the security by this new 

method is a security problem for the network authentication protocol, Kerberos, which 
is used in the Internet. This fact shows that this new method is more useful than the 

decision algorithm proposed in [6 ぅ 7].

Consequently, we conclude that , by using the verification methods described in 
this dissertation , we can analyze the security of cryptographic protocols more formally. 

In Chapter 2, first , a brief review of the decision problem for the security of 

cryptographic protocols formalized in [6, 7] is given. Next , the detail and the refinement 
ahout the decision algorithm proposed in [6, 7] is discussed. And in this chapter, a 

system which implements the detailed algorithm on a UNIX workstation is presented. 

To evaluate the usefulness of the system, the security for several protocols are decided 
by the system. 

In Chapter 3, first , the decision problem formalized in [6, 7, 21] is modif�d. Next, 
it is shown that the decision algorithm is not applicable for security problems of some 

proposed cryptographic protocols by giving an example of such security problems, that 
is, a security problem for the authentication protocol Kerberos. And we propose a 

new verification method for security problems including the problems which do not 

satisfy one subcondition of the su伍cient condition. To confirm the usefulness of the 

new method, the security problem for Kerberos is verified. 
Chapter 4 concludes the results of this dissertation and discusses future research 

subjects. 
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Chapter 2 

Illlplernentation of Polynolllial 

Tillle Decision AIgorithrn for 

Security of Cryptographic 

Protocols and Its Evaluation 

2.1 Introduction 

For the security of cryptographic protocols, the decision problem has been disｭ
cussed and has been formalized as a unification problem of two terms in term rewriting 

system[3, 4, 6, 7]. In this formalization , the two terms are not unifiable if and only if the 
protocol is secure. It is shown that, in general, the decision problem is undecidable[6]. 
In [6, 7] , our group has presented a su伍cient condition under which the decision probｭ

lem is decidable, and also has presented a polynomial time algorithm for the security 

of cryptographic protocols which satisちr the su伍cient condition. 

But it is not clear whether or not the decision algorithm proposed in [6, 7] c組

decide the security in practical time since this algorithm needs O(n8) time in worst 

case, where ηrepresents the length of the description of a security problem. 

In this chapter, the decision algorithm proposed in [6, 7] is implemented and evalｭ
uated. In the algorithm, a term is represented ぉ a string and the above unification 

problem of two terms is reduced to the non-emptiness problem of the intersection of 

two regular sets. The intersection is empty if and only if the two terms are not uniι 

able, that is, the protocol is secure. \ヘ1e show the way to construct non-deterministic 

finite automata (NFA) which accept those two regular sets. Each NFA is constructed 

by constructing an initial NFA and adding edges according to axioms in the formal 

description of the security problem to the initial NFA. To decide whether or not a new 

edge should be added for a state pair, the path labels between the states of NFA at that 

time are examined. We can speed up this in avarage cωe by dividing edges into groups 

on their labels to reduce the number of checks. We develop a compact representation 

of NFAs to save space and reduce the computation time for deciding the non-emptiness 

of intersection of two regular sets. 
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To evaluate the usefulness of the algorithm, the security problems of several cryptoｭ
graphic protocols w hich satisちr the su伍cient condition are considered. These protocols 

are digital signatures(10), a bidding protocol[17], a 回cret co皿皿unication protocol[18] 

and an authentication protocol[20]. Those security problems 訂e solved by using the 

implemented system. As the result of modification and refinement of the original algか

rithm , the system can decide the security in a few minutes or less for simple protocols, 
digital signatures and an authentication protocol, and in two days or less for comparｭ
atively complex protocols, a bidding protocol and a secret communication protocol. 

From these results, it is confirmed that this system can decide the security in practical 
time and we conclude that this system is useful to decide the security of cryptographic 

protocols. 

This chapter is organized as follows. ln Section 2.2, a brief review of the security 

problem of cryptographic protocols formalized in [4, 6, 7] is given. ln Section 2.3, a 

su伍cient condition under which the security problem is decidable is shown. ln Section 

2.4, we go into detail about our decision algorithm proposed in [6]. ln Section 2.5 , a 

decision system which implements the algorithm on a UNIX workstation is shown. ln 

Section 2.6, the decision experiments for several protocols are summarized. 

2.2 Security Problem 

We follow the definition of the security of cryptographic protocols formalized in 

[6, 7]. 
For a given cryptographic protocol, the security problem is defined by 5-tuple 

(F, A , 1 , 0 , G) , where F , A , 1 ,0 and G are def�ed as follows: 

(1) F is a finite set of function symbols which contains constant symbols. F contむns

the symbols of operations of the protocol, i.e. function symbols of encryption 組d

decryption , constant symbols such as messages ωd keys，組d so on. 

For f εF ， let α(f) denote the number of arguments of f. For a subset F' � Fヲ

let TVAR(F') be the infinite set of terms on F' with variables and let T(F') be 

the set of terms without variables. 

(2) A is a fìnite 則 ofaxioms by which we represent the properties of the functions of 

F. ¥Ve assume that enemies can use no knowledge on the properties of functions 

other than the axioms in A. The congruence relation defined by A is denoted 

by A. 

(3) 1 is a 宣nite subset of T(F). 1 consists of those terms which correspond to 

information that enemies are assumed to acqui民 e.g. their own keys andjor 

information through wiretapping. 
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(4) 0 is a subset of F. 0 consists of the symbols of those operations which 紅e

assumed to be available for the enemies. 

Let Q(A, 1, 0) be the set ofterms representingsuch information that the enemies 
can acq山re by executing any combination of operations provided by the system 

on the information corresponding to terms in 1 and by drawing inference from 

axiom in A. Q(A, 1 ,0) is def�ed formally as follows: 

1. 1 C Q(A, 1 ,0) , 

2. for f E 0 and ti ε Q(A ， 1 ,0) with 1 三 t 三 α(f) ，

f(t1 ， t2 ，. ・. , ta(f)) ε Q(A， 1 , 0) , and 

3. for t1ε Q(A ， 1 ,0) and t2 ε T(F) such that t1 ~ t2, t 2 ε Q(A ， I ， O) 

(5) G = {gl' g2} for terms gl , g2 ε TVAR(F). lt represents enemies' goal. Let the set 

of all the variables which occur at leぉt once in gl or g2 be {X1, X 2,. • .,X h}. For 
h terms t1 , t 2 ， ・・. ,t h in Q(A, 1 , 0) , consider the following condition: 

Condition: Let g~ 姐d g~ be the terms obtained from g1 and g2 by substituting 

ti for each variable X i , respectively, then it holds that g~ ~ g~ 

The goal of enemies is to know at least one set of the “values" of t 1, t2 ,..., th , 
which satisfies the condition. 

The protocol described by (F, A , 1 , 0 , G) is defined to be secure if and only if 

there exist no h terms in Q(A, 1, 0) , which satisちT the condition. 

We may consider several (F, A , 1 , 0 , G)'s for the security of one protocols. ln the 
following, we discuss about the decision problem whether or not a protocol is secure 

for its environment in the sense of the def�ition above. Several decision examples will 

be shown in Section 2.6. 

2.3 A Sufficient Condition under which Security Problem is 

Decidable 

The security problem is decidable if the following conditions 1 to 3 hold [6]. 

Condition 1: F is partitioned into two sets Fl and F2' and A 白山o partitioned 

into two sets Al and A2 in the following way: 

1. Each function f in Fl is defined in terms of function in F2 by a unique axiom in 

Al as follows: 
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For each f εFl ' there is exactly one axiom in Al of the form 

f(X1 ， Xゎ・. " Xa(f)) == t , where X11 X2 ， ・・ '， Xα(f) are distinct variables a且d

tε TVAR (九). All the variable Xi with 1 :S; i 三 α(f) also occurs in its right-hand 

side. 

2. Properties of functions in F2 are defined by axioms in A 2 • The left-hand and 

right-hand sides ofωaxiom in A2 are terms in T V AR (九) and any variable in the 

right-hand side of the axiom in A2 also occurs in its left由hand side. By regarding 

axioms in A2 as rewriting rules from its left-hand side to the right-hand side, 
A

2 
has the finite termination property and the Church-Rosser property[9] on 

TVAR (F2 ) , that is, if t1 X; t 2, t1 and t2 can be rewritten to the same term by the 

rewriting rules. 

3. In the right-hand side of each 叩om in A(A1 組d A 2 ) , each variable occurs 
exactly once in the axiom (right-linearity) 

Fl is the set of function symbols which corresponds to operations available in the 

protocol and these operations are defined by the axioms in Al' Functions in F2 are the 

primitive functions which むe used to define operations, and the むcioms in A2 represent 

their properties. 

Condition 2: 91 組d 92 have no common variables. For any variable X in 91 (or 

92) , X occurs only once in 91 (or 92)' 

To describe Condition 3, we need some definitions. Let N+ and N~ be the set of 

positive integers and the set of strings of positive integers, respectively. Let 入 be the 

empty string in N~. For t ε TVAR(瓦)， we define the set of “occurrencesぺ denoted

Occ(t) � N~ ， of subterms of t and the subterm at occurrence v , denoted t/v , for 
v E Occ(t) as follows: 

6. 
1. If t is a constant in 九 or a variable, then Occ(t) ~ {入}， and t/入 =t.

2. If t = f(t1' t2 ， ・・. , ta(f)), then Occ(t) 全 {入} u {ω11 三 t 三 α(f) ， v ε 0α(む)}，
t/入金 t 組d t/iv 全 tï/v.

For a term tε TVAR(F2 ) 釦d an occurrence り ε0α(t) ， we say that v is a leaf 

occurrence of t , if 組d only if the su bter皿 t/v is a constant in F2 or a variable. For a 

term t , consider a leaf occurrence 匂・ For 組Y Vl ε Occ(t) which is not a prefix of 町 if

t/Vl is a variable or has no variable, then we call v a trunk of t. 

Condition 3: Each a.xiOID , tL == tR , in A2' satisfies either 1 or 2. 

1. tR is a variable X or is f(X) for f ε F2 and variable X. The variable X occurs 

in tL only once but tL #-X and the occurrence of X , denoted VL , is a trunk of 

tL. 
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2. tR is a constant in F2 and tL has a trunk VL such that tL/九 is a constant in F2 

or a variable which occurs exactly once in tL. 

2.4 Polynomial Time Decision Algorithm for the Security 

Problem 

2.4.1 Preliminaries 

In this section, we restrict the form ofaxioms in A2 for simplicity. For each axiom 

in A2' its right-hand side is a variable and the variable occurs exactly once in its leftｭ

hand side. Other variables in its left-hand side occur at most twice. To describe the 

algorithm, we need some definitions. 

Definition of 0': Let 0' be the smallest set of terms such that 

1. for each axio皿 tL == tR in Al' tR ε 0' ， and 

2. for f ε F2 and distinct variables X 1, X2 ，' ・ '， Xα(f)，

f(X1, X 2 , . . • ， Xa(f)) ε 0'. 

Definition of To, T1 , Th : For t ε TVAR(F) ， let t denote the normal form of t which 

is obtained by rewriting t with axioms in A2 as term rewriting rules. Define 

九= {t 1 tε I}UO' ， 

T1 = {91' 頁}u 九?

Th = {t 1 t is a subterm of a term in T1}. 

We also define that T{. = {(t1, t2) 1 t1, t2 ε Th }. 

Definition of 乞， L(t): We define 組 alphabet 2: as follows: 

z 全 {ヤtlt似t is a c∞O∞ns坑ta但且t i山nFι二} U { んム1九 ，んtれ仏4←山-1川，グ〈川川.久り'点んtれi+1 ， '…イ.、リ，t州t
f(仇t1 ， tら2 ，γ，一，パta叫(f)) is in Th or a subterm of left-hand and 

right-hand sides ofaxioms in A2' 1 :S;だ α(f)}.

Let S be a symbol other than those in 2:. We define a string on 2: u {S} , denoted 
st(t,v) , for tε Th U {subterms of left-hand and right-hand 副es ofaxioms in A2} 

and a leaf occurrence v of t , as follows: 

1. If t is a constant in F2' then st(t ， 入) = t. 

2. If t is a variable, then st(t ， 入) = S. 

-8 -



3. If t = f(tll t2 ， ・. . ,ta(f)) for f ε F2 and t1, t2 ， ・・. , tα(1) ε TVAR (瓦) ， ωd v = iV1 , 
then st(t , v) = ム，んl ，.，t.+l ， . ..， ta( f) • st(ti, V1)' 

For t ε Th ， let L(t) = LT(t) u LN(t){α|αε LUN }*{α|αε LUT} ， where 

Definition of LR(L(t) , RR(P)): LR(L(t) , RR(P)) is the set of strings in L(t) 叩d

those obtained from L(t) by applying rewriting rules in RR(P) , that is, LR(L(t) , 
RR( P)) is defined as the smallest set of strings as follows: 

、
・
・l
J
F
1
1
t
t
J

げv

o
u
q

仏

L

N

L

 

L

L

 

{ st (t , v) I t / v is a c∞onstant} ， 

= U LT(tρ 
t2εTo 

= {αIFor a leaf occurrence v of t , st( tグ)=αS} ，

U LN(t1) 

tlεTo 

1. L(t) c LR(L(t) , RR(P)) ωd 

2. for α1α2α3ε LR(L(t) ， RR(P)) and α2 =今入 ε RR(P) ，

α1α3ε LR(L(t) ， RR(P)). 

Let Q' be the set of terms such that 

1. {tlt ε To and there is a leaf occurrence v of t such that t /匂 is a 

constant } C Q' , 

2. Any term obtained from t ε To by substituting t' εQ' for one variable in t is in 

Q'. 

Then for any string αin L(t) which contains a variable, there is a term t' which 

is obtained from t by substituting t" ε Q' for one variable in t and its leaf occurrence 

v such that st(t' , v) = αif we extend the def�ition of st( t' , v) to any term t' εQ' 

naturally. 

Definition of EQSY M ゚2(P): For the subset P of T;. , let EQSY M゚2(P) be the 

smallest set such that 

1. forαε 又 (α?α)ε EQSYMß2 (P) ，

2. forα1 ， α2ε 1:， (α1 ， α2)ε EQSY M ゚2(P) if 

(a)ψf(α1) 叩dψf(α2) むe the same function (not constant) in F21 

(b)ψバα1) =ψパα2)' and 

( c) for all j wi th 1 三 j 三 α(ψf(αl))andj :;i ψ.(α1) ，

(ψt(α 1 ， j) ， ψt(α2 ， j)) ε P. 

1. For b = ft l ， t2'. .ムー 1 ，*，t ， +l ，… ， t.. (f) ε 1:， 

Definition of E2(P, t1, t2): For a subset P of Tt. , and two terms tlJ t2 ε T1 • ， 

the predicate E2(P, t1, t2) is true if 姐d only if there are strings of the same length, 
α11α12 ・・・ α1r ε LR(L(tI), RR(P)) and αω22 ・・・ α2r ε LR(L(t2), RR(P)) , such that 
(α1j ， α2j) ε EQSY M ß2(P) , for 1 三 j 三 T ・

Definition of ψf ， ψhψt: Functions ψf : 1:→ F2' 仇:1:→ N+ u {O} , and 

ψt : I: x N+ → TVAR(F2 ) 紅e defined as follows: 

ψf(b) 全 f， ψパb) 全~，組dψt(b ， j) 全 tj ， for 1 三 j 三 i -1, i + 1 ~ j 三 α(f) ・
2.4.2 Decision AIgorithm 

It is shown in [6] that, to decide whether or not a given cryptographic protocol is 

secure, i t is su伍cient to get su bsets of T;. ， 九 ， P1 ，"'， where 

2. If t is a constant in F2' thenψf(t) = t ， ψぷ) = O. 

Definition of RR(P): For a subset P of T;. , let RR(P) be the smallest set of 
rewriting rules defined as follows: 

For 組問om in A2' tむL=一=x， c∞O∞nsωer the Ullique leaf occurrence tL/む =x of 

tL. Let st(tL' vL) = b1b2 . . . bqS. Forωyα=α1α2 ・・・ αq satisちring 1 and 2 ， α=今入 ε

RR(P) 

1. ψf(向) = 'lIJf(bt ) ， ψ.(ι)= 似(bt ) for 1 三 i 三 q.

2. For bi with 1 三 i 三 q 姐d j with 1 三 j 三 α(ψf (bi )) 組dj :;i ψ• (bi), ifψt(bi ， j) 
is a term which has no variable, thenψt(bi ， j) = 仇(αi ， j). Otherwise (ψt(bi ， j) is 
a variable) , if there are i' and j' such thatψt(bt ， j) 姐dψt(bi"j') are the same 

variable 、 then (νt(ι j) ， νt(ι" j')) ε P. 

九 = {(t ， t)lt ε T;.} ， 

九+1 = Pi U {(t1, t2)!(t1, t2) (j. Pi and E2(Pi' t1, t2) = Tn吋，

successively, until Pi = Pi+1 holds, and then check whether (91 ，頁) is in Pi or not. The 

protocol is “Secure" if and only if (91 , 92) is not in P�. Since LR(L(tj ), RR(久)) with 

j = 1, 2 are regular languages[6, 7], we can evaluate whether E2(Pi , t1, t2) is true or 

not in the same way of deciding whether the intersection of the two regular languages 

1S em pty or not. 

The decision algorithm for the security problem of cryptographic protocols is deｭ

scri bed as follows: 

-9 - -10 -



A19orithm for Solving the S~curity Problem 

INPUT: The formal description of the protocol (F, A , 1 ,0 , G) 
OUTPUT:The answer,“Secure" or “Insecure" 

STEP 0 

1. Compute T}$ and P = {(t 1, t 1 )lt1ε Th }. 

2. For each tε Th ， construct a nondeterministic finite automaton (NFA) Mo(t) 

which accepts L(t). 

STEP 1 

1. Compute RR(P). 

2. For each tε Th ， construct an NFA which accepts LR(L(t) , RR(P)) 企om Mo(t) 

and RR(P). And replace Mo(t) by the resultant NFA. 

STEP 2 

1. Compute EQSY M ゚2(P). 

2. For each (tl' t2) εTιwhich is not in P , construct an NFA Ml(t 1 , t2) which 

accepts a nonempty language if and only if the predicate E2(P, t !, t2) is true. 

3. Compute 

P' = {(t 1, t2)I(t1 , t2) rf. P and M;(t 1 , t2) accepts a nonempty language}. 

STEP 3 

If P' = 日 then goto STEP 4, else replace P by P u P' , and goto STEP 1. 

STEP 4 

If (gl ， 頁) rf. P , then output “Secureぺ else output “Insecure" . 

ー 11-

2.5 Irnplernentation of Decision Algorithrn 

We have developed a decision system for the security problem of cryptographic 

protocols on UNIX Workstation with language C. The number of lines of the source 

program is about 3000. In this section, we describe the implementation of the algcr 
rithm. For other parts of the algorithm not described below, the implementation is 
straightforward. 

Construction of NFA, Mo(t) , which Accepts L(t) [STEP 0-2] 

Instead of constructing a state transition diagram of Mo(t) for each tε T1 • ， we 

construct one state transition diagram, denoted 8, as follows: 

1. For tε T1 ， consider a tree representation of term t as shown in Fig. 2.1(a). Let 

nodes of the tree expressions of terms in T1 組d S F be the states of the stat 

transition diagram. SF is the only final state. 

2. Let each edge of a tree be directed in the direction from root to leaf. If directed 

edge e is from v labeled f and the term expressed by the subtree whose root 
is v is f(t1 ，パt2わ， ... ， taα叫，(1)け)， then let the label of e be fiω 

2.1(b) ). 

3. For each leaf of trees whose label is a constant c, then add a directed edge labeled 

c from the leaf to SF. For each leaf whose label is a variable, add directed edges 
labeled εfrom the leaf to each root of terms t ε 九.

Since tε T}$ is a subterm of T1, there is a state, Sinit(t) , wruch corresponds to the 
root of the tree for t. In the state transition diagram 8, regard Sinit(t) as the initial 
state. Then the resulting NFA determined by 8 and Sinit(t) accepts L(t). 

Procedure to Update Mo(t)[STEP 1-2] 

For each path on a state transition diagram, let the label of the path be the string 
obtained by concatenating labels of edges on the path. For example, if all labels of 
edges areεthen the label of the path is 入， and if the labels of edges むeα， ε ， b then the 

label of the path is αb. 

Update NFA Mo(t) to accept the language LR(L(t) , RR(P)) as follows: 
For each reduction rule ω=今入 in RR(P) and all paths labeled w , repeat adding 

組 edge labeled εw ruch connects each ends of ωon 8. 

Let RR1 (P) be the set of reduction n山s wruch are in RR(P) before the latest 

execution of STEP 1-2 (if this is the first turn then RR1 (P) =日)姐d let RRo(P) be 
the set of reduction rules added by the execution of STEP 1-1 of this turn. 

-12 -



eA 

Then, if we can add edges to the state transition diagram, we can do it by usｭ

ing rules in RRJ(P) only. First, deal with those paths which have 心ready existed 

ωd RRo(P) , and next, deal with those paths which contain edges added newly むld

RRo(P) U RR1(P). 

To describe the procedure, we introduce some def�itions. On the state transition 

diagram at each time, let ST+(8 , w) be the set of states reachable from the state 8 via 

a path labeled w ， 組d let ST-( 8, w) be the set of those states 台om w hich there is a 

path labeled ωto the state 8. ST+(8 ， 入) (or ST-(8 ， 入)) contains 8 itself. 

Procedure to Update 8 

INPUT: 8, RRo (P) , RR1 (P) 

OUTPUT:The new 8 

(a) (a) Take out the f�st edge e from QEO. Suppose that e is 組 edge labeled α 

from 81 to 82 ・

1. Add all edges of 8 to a queue of edges, denoted QEO ， 姐d let another queue of 

edges, denoted QEl , be empty. 

m 2. If QEO is empty then go to 3, else repeat (a) and (b) during it is not empty. 

EJE、
* J2(d ß ,h(kh ,m)) 

eA (j 

(b) For the edge e and each reduction rule RRJ(P) such thatα1α2 斗入 (αtε

~， 1 三 i ~ 2) , execute the following procedure. 

i. If α=α1 ， then get the sets of states KB = ST-(S1' 入)ωd KE = 

ST+(S2 ， α2) and for 組y pair of states, 8 B ε KB and 8E ε KE' such 

that there is no edge labeled ε 仕om S B to 8 E , add the edge labeled εto 
8 and enqueue the edge to Q El. 

ii. If α=α2 ， get two sets of states K B = ST-(S1' α1) 組d KE = ST+(S2 , é) , 
and add edges to 8 and Q El like above. 

iii. If α=ε， then get two sets of states, KB = ST-(S1' a1) 臼d KE = 

ST+(82 ， α2) ， and add edges to 8 and QEl like above. 

3. If QEl is empty, then output 8 and terminate, else repeat (a) 組d (b) until QEl 

becomes empty. 
\E
,/ h

u
 

/
'
E
¥
 

(a) Take out the first edge e of QE1. Suppose that e is an edge labeled α 台om

81 to 82 ・

Fig. 2.1 Tree expression of a term t = E(eA' D(dB , h(kh, m))). (b) For the edge e and each reduction rule in RRo(P)URR1 (P) such that a1 α2 今

入 (αtξ L: ， l 三 t 三 2) ， execute 2(b )i-2(b )iii. 



Procedure to Construct M? [STEP 2-2] 
Let the set of pairs of states in 8 be denoted K 2

• Construct the following state 

sition diagram 82 on K2. For each state in K 2, (S1' S2) , and each element in 
EQSYMß2(P) , (α1 ， a2) , add an edge from each state of a su bset of K

2, ST-(S1' α1) x 

ST- (S2 ， α2) to (Sl' S2)' 

Procedure to Get P' [STEP 3-1] 

Use the state transition diagram 82
• 

1. Let the set of pむrs of states, P' , be empty. 

2. By tracing edges of 82 , get the set of those states, denoted K p , from which the 

final state, (s F , S F) ε K 2 , is reachable on 82
. 

3. For (t1' t2) rt P , if (Sinit(t1), Sinit(t2 )) ε Kp ， then add (t I, t2) to P'. 

2.6 Experimental Results and Evaluation 

2.6.1 Digital Signature Protocols 

For two digital signature protocols in [10), we consider some security problems and 

decide their secur�y. 
In both protocols, a hash function , denoted h, and encryption and decryption 

functions of a public key cryptosystem, denoted E and D , respectively，むe used. We 

assume that E and D have the property represented by the following 以ioms.

E(ex , D(dx , Y)) == Y, 

D(dx , E(ex , Y)) == Y, 

where ex is a public encryption key of user X and dx is a decryption key of user X 

only known to X. 

Digital Signature Protocol (1) 

The protocol is shown in Fig. 2.2. A public key kh is used 笛 the f�st argument 

of hash function h. When user A sends a message M and A's signature of M to user 

B , they do the following operatlOns: 

• User A generates A's signature D(dA, h(kh' M)) for M. Then A sends the pair 

of the message and the signature to B. 

-15 -

• User B gets the pair. B computes the result obtained by applying the function 

h with the public key kh to the message and the result obtained by applying the 

function E with A's public key eA to the signature. B accepts the pむr if and 

only if they are the sa皿e.

For the security of the protocol shown in Fig. 2.2 , we consider the following two 
problems: 

a・ 1 Suppose that A sent a message M and A's signature D(dA , h(kh , M)) for M to 

B. Whether or not a enemy B andjor another user C can forge A's signature 

D(dA ヲ h(kh ， M')) for a message M' (M' :/= M) chosen by the enemy? 

a-2 Whether or not a enemy B andjor another user C can obtain the pair, a message 

Z and the signature D(dA , h(kh , Z))? 

For example, the formal description of a・ 1 is as follows: 

F = {h ,E ,D ,M ,M' , kh ,dA ,dB ,dc , 

eA , eB , ec , A , ß , C} , 

A = {E(ex , D(dx , Y)) == Y, 

D(dx , E(ex , Y)) == YI 
Yε {A， ß ， C}} ， 

1 = 

。=

G = 

{M, M' , D(dA ， 叫ん ， M)) ， kh, 

dB, dc , eA , eB , ec , A, ß , C} , 

{h(X, Y) , E(X, Y) , D(X, Y)} , 

{E(eA' X) , h(kh, M')}. 

Digital Signature Protocol (2) 

For the protocol shown in Fig.2.3, we consider the following two security problems: 

か1 Suppose that A sent a pむr ， a message M and A's signature for M to B. Whether 

or not a enemy B andjor another user C c組 forge A's signature D(dA , M') for a 

message M' (M' 手 M) chosen by the enemy? 

か2 Whether or not a enemy B andj or another user C can make a pむr， a message X 

and the signature 九(kh ， E(eA' Z))? 

-16 -
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Fig. 2.2 Digital signature protocol (1). Fig. 2.3 Digital signature protocol (2). 
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Table 2.1 Security of the digital signature protocols. 

Problem Solution CPU time 

a・1 Secure 383.8sec. I 

a・2 Secure 272.4sec. 

b-l Secure 737.0sec. 

b-2 Insecure 178.2sec. 

-19 -

Decision Results of the Problems 

The decision results of the problems and the CPU times to get the conclusions 

are listed in Table 2.1. The execution is done by using a workstation , Solbourne Series 
5/600. 

The solution of b・ 2 is “Insecure" because there is a pむr such as M for Z and 

h(kh , E(eA , M)) for X , which satisfies the goal by the enemy, as shown in [19]. But as 
mentioned in [10], it is possible to detect the unlawful acts of the enemy because the 
message which B had rarely makes sense. 

2.6.2 Message Authentication Protocol 

For a protocol for message authentication [10] shown in Fig. 2.4, we consider some 

security problems and decide their security. 

Message Authentication Protocol 

For the protocol shown in Fig. 2.4, we consider the following four security probｭ

lems: 

c-l Suppose that A sent a pむr ， a message M 組d A's signature for M , to B and 

a enemy C got a pむr， a 皿essage M and its authe凶icator 叫ん，M). Whether 

or not the enemy C can forge B that the authenticator h(kh' M') for a message 

M' (M' "# M) chosen by C? 

c・2 Whether or not the enemy C can obtain a pair, the authenticator X and the 

message Z , w hich satisfies X = 叫ん ， Z)?

ひ3 Suppose that A sent a pむr ， a messageλ1 and A's signature for λ1 to B. Whether 

or not a enemy B and/or another user C can forge the authenticator h(kh , M') 
for a message M' (M' "# M) chosen by the enemy? 

c・4 Whether or not a enemy B and/or another user C can obtain a pむr ， a message 

Z and the a凶henticator X , which satisfies X = h(kh , Z)? 

In c・3 組dc・4 ， we consider whether or not the protocol can be used as a digital 

signature protocol. 

Decision Results of the Problems 

The decision results of the above problems and the CPU times to get the concluｭ

sions 紅e listed in Table 2.2. 

The solutions of c-3 and c・4 are “Insecure" because the protocol is not for digital 

signature. Therefore, the results do not matter in the case that this protocol is used 

for message authentication. 
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Table 2.2 Security of the message authentication protocol. 

M L.・H・...................; M M 
Problem Solution CPU time 

c・ 1 Secure 2.2sec. 

c・2 Secure 10.0sec. 

c・3 Insecure 10.0sec. 

c-4 Insecure 2.0sec. 

user A userB 

Fig. 2.4 Message authentication protocol. 
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Authentication Protocol for Electronic Contracts 

For an authentication protocol for electronic contracts [20] shown in Fig. 2.5 , we 
consider some security problems and decide their security. 

In Fig. 2.5, Cl and C2 denote hash functions , E and D denote encryption and 

decryption functions on a pu blic key cryptosystem, respectively, and E and D have 

the property which can realize the authentication. For the details of the protocol, see 
[20] 

For this protocol, we consider the following five security problems: 

2.6.3 

q←回d・1 After B sent his electronic tally, W~ ， whether or not a enemy C c組 impersonate

A and send the electronic seal of A, W A ? 
m 

P ,., 
ロTRUE 

d・ 2 Whether or not a enemy C can forge a tally of B, W~? 

d-3 After A received a tally W~ of B, whether or not A can forge the electronic seal 

of B, W B , without sending his seal，日'A? SA 

d・4 After B received a message m from A, whether or not B can forge the seal of A, 
W A , without sending his seal WB? 

d-5 When a enemy C knew the secret key of A, SA , whether or not C can send the 

seal of A, WA , after he receives a tally of B , W~? 

Decision Results of the Problems 

The decision results of the problems and the CPU times to get the conclusions are 

listed in Table 2.3. 

The solution for d・5 is “Insecure" because the enemy knew the secret key of A. 

But in [20], proposers of this protocol suppose that the enemy cannot getωy secret 
key, and they also propose the protocol of secret key distribution (we have verified that 

this key distribution protocol is also "Secure"). Therefore, the result does not matter 
for the securi ty of this protocol. 

In addition, we have decided the security of cryptographic protocols proposed in 
[17, 18] . And we confirmed that each protocol is “Secure" with respect to the proposer's 

匤tentlOn. 

Authentication protocol for electronic contracts. 
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Fig. 2.5 

Concl usions 

In this chapter, a system for deciding the security of cryptographic protocols is 

This system c組 decide the security in polynomial time. Although there is 

a protocol (the unsigned bidding proposed in [17]) which takes 2 days to decide its 

-23 -
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Table 2.3 Table 3: Security of the authentication protocol for electronic contracts. 

Problem Solution CPU time 

d-l Secure 139.8sec. 

d-2 Secure 75.8sec. 

d-3 Secure 84.2sec. 

d-4 Secure 43.6sec. 

d-5 Insecure 391.3sec. 

ー 25 -

security, it would take several weeks for a trained person to decide the security of the 

protocol. For that reason , the system we have developed is very helpful for deciding 
the security of cryptographic protocols. 

This is the first system which can assure the security in the sense that we described 

in Section 2.2 in polynomial time of the length of input and which can detect security 

flaws in polynomial time. For this reason , this system must be a useful assistant for 

cryptographic protocol designers. 
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Chapter 3 

A Polynornial Tirne Verification 

Method for Security of a Wider 

Class of Cryptographic Protocols 

3.1 Introduction 

In the previous chapter, we implemented the decision algorithm proposed in [6, 7] 

and evaluated the usefulness of the algorithm by veriちTing the securities of several 

cryptographic protocols. As a result, it was shown that this algorithm is very useful 
but there are some cases that the security problems of cryptographic protocols do not 

satisち， the su伍cient condition under which the decision problem is decidable. The 

su伍cient condition consists of three subconditions. Many of those security problems 

do not satisちr one subcondition, especially the condition 1.3 called right-linearity, but 
satisfy any other subconditions of the su伍cient condition. 

In this chapter, a polynomial time verification method for security problems inｭ

cl uding the pro blems w hich do not satisちT right-linearity is proposed. To verify the 

security of such problems，五rst ， the decision problem is modified to the problem with 

sorts (types). By this modification, it becomes natural to express the operations which 
check the sorts of the inputs and, only if the sorts are valid, output some informations. 
If the domain of a variable which violates right-linearity in an むaom lS 五山te ， the names 

of users for example, we can transform the description of such problem to the following 
description which satisfies right-linearity. The new description is obtained from origｭ

inal one by replacing the axiom with axioms which are obtained by substituting the 

values in the domain to the variable. We prove that the original description and the 

transformed description are equivalent on the security by showing that the set of values 

which the enemies can get in the original description and that in the transformed one 

紅e the same, that is, the original description is secure if and only if the transformed 
description is secure. If the size of the domain is too large, it is not practical to apply 
this transformation to get a formal description of a security problem which satisfies 

right-linearity from a description which does not satisち' right-linearity. We show a 

condition under which it is enough to consider only a few representative elements in 
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the domain. When this condition is satisf�d in the original description , for the original 
description and the transformed description which can be obtained by adding a new 

constant to the domain of the original description , we prove that these two descriptions 
are equivalent on the security by showing that the set of values which the enemies can 

get in the transformed description is greater than that in the original description but 

the values which the enemies want to get are not in the difference of two sets. By 

using this result, we show the way to decide the size of the domain which is su伍cient

to veri今 the security. For example, when the goal of the enemies is to get the secret 
message and operations which are not prohibited in the protocol are the same for all 

users , the description of the problem satisf�s this condition. 1n this case, as the user's 
names, it is su伍cient to consider one user's name except for those who send or receive 

the secret message legally, and we can use the f�st transformation practically to get 
the description which satisf�s right-linearity. 

We also show a transformation of a description which is obtained by replacing each 

occurrence of the variable which violates right-linearity in the right-hand side ofaxioms 

笛 an occurrence of different variables. For example, the term h1(X, Y, h2(Y, h3(X, Y))) 
is transformed to h1(X1, Y1, h2 (九九3(X2 ， 九))). 1n this transformation , since the set 
of values which the enemies can get in the transformed description includes the set of 

values which the enemies c但 get in the original description , the original description is 
secure if the transformed description is secure. This is not an equivalent transformation 

but, by using this transformation, we can always get a description which satisf�s rightｭ

linearity grammaticallY' 

By using these transformations as subroutines, we present a new polynomial time 

verif�ation method for security problems including the problems which do not satisちr

right-linearity. 

For an application of this new method, we consider a basic security problem of a 

network authentication protocol, Kerberos, "whether or not 但 enemy clien t process 

and an enemy server process can obtain the session key between a client and a server." 

The decision algorithm proposed in [6, 7] is not applicable to the security problem. 

And we show that Kerberos is secure for that problem in the above sense. This result 

hows that this new verif�ation method is more useful than the decision algori thm. 

The security of Kerberos was also discussed in [1] but active attacks like impersonating 

紅e not considered in this method. 

This chapter is organized as follows. 1n Section 3.2, a brief review of the generalized 

security problem of cryptographic protocols is given. 1n this section, the authentication 
protocol Kerberos is described briefly, and one of the security problems for Kerberos 
is considered. Section 3.3 explains our new verif�ation method. 1n Section 3.4, for an 

application of our new method , the security problem for Kerberos is summarized and 
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we show the usefulness of this method. 

3.2 Generalized Security Problem 

3.2.1 Definition of Generalized Security Problem 

A for皿al description of the security problem of cryptographic protocols hぉ been

presented in [6] and [7]. In this chapter, we slightly modiちr i t by in trod ucing the sorts 

(or data types). 

For a given cryptographic protocol, the security problem is defined by 5-tuple 

(F, A , I , 0 , G) , where F , A , I , 0 and G are def�ed as follows: 

1. F is a f�ite set of function symbols which contむns constant symbols. F consists 

of the symbols of operations of the protocol, i.e. function symbols of encryption 

組d decryption, constant symbols such as messages and keys, and so on. 

For f ε F ， let α(f) denote the number of arguments of f. We assume that there 

is a rank function rank , which assigns rank(f) = (u; SI) to each function symbol 

fε F， where u is 組 α(f)-tuple of sorts and Sl is a sort. The i-th component of 

u with 1 三 t 三 α(f) denotes the sort of the i-th argument of f and Sl is the sort 

of returned value of f. Note that each constantαalso hぉ rank of the form (入 ; sa) 

where 入 is the O-tuple. Let the sort of a term be the sort of the out-most function 

of the term. Hereafter, we abbreviate a rank of the form ((S{ ,..., S!); SI) by 
(s{ ， ・・.， S!; Sl). For F , the in五nite set TVAR(F) of terms on F and the sort of 

terms except for variables are de五回d as follows: 

(a) For a constant cε F， c ε T V AR (F). The sort of the term c is that of the 

constant function c. 

(b) A variable X is in TVAR(F). 

(c) For f ε F and t 1, • . ., ta(f) ε TVAR(F) such that tt with 1 三 t 三 α(f) is a 

variable or a term of sort S[ , f(t1 ，...， ta( f)) ε Tv AR(F). The sort of the 
term f(tl'. ・・， ta(f)) is defined as that of f. 

Let T(F) be the set of terms in Tv AR(F) without variables. 

2. A is a finite set ofaxioms by which we def�e the properties of the functions of 

F. We assume that enemies can use no knowledge on the properties of functions 

other than the axioms in A. The congruence relation def�ed by A is denoted 

by ~. If nかhand side of 姐 axiom is a variable, then the both-hand sides have 
the same sort. 
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3. 1 is a finite subset of T(F). 1 consists of terms which correspond to informaｭ

tion that enemies know , e.g. their own keys and information obtained through 

w叝etappmg. 

4. 0 is a subset of F. 0 consists of the symbols of those operations which are not 

prohibited to the enemies. 

Let Q(A, 1 , 0) be the set of terms representing such information that the ene山es

cωobtain by executing any combination of operations provided by the system 

on the information corresponding to terms in 1 and by drawing inference 企om

axiom in A. Q(A, 1 ,0) is def�ed formally as follows: 

(a) 1 c Q(A, 1 , 0). 
(b) For f εo and tiε Q(A， 1,0) whose sort is sf with 1 三 t 三 α(f) ，

f(t 1, t2, ." , ta(f)) ε Q(A ， 1, 0). 
(c) For t1ξ Q(A ， 1 ,0) and t2ε T(F) such that t 1 三 t2 ， t2 E Q(A, 1 ,0). 

5. G = {g1' g2} is a pair of terms g1 , g2 ξ TVAR(F). It represents enemies' goal in 

the following sense: 

Let the set of all the variables that occur at least once in g1 or g2 be 

{X1 ， X2 γ ・ ，Xh } and suppose that the sort of terms which c組 be substituted 

for X
t 
with 1 ~ i ~ h is Si. Consider the following O-Restricted Unif�ation 

Problem(ORUP): 

ORUP: The problem to decide whether or not there exist h terms, ti ε 

Q(A, 1 , 0) of sort Si such that, for the substitution σ 芸 {X1 日

t1 ， ・・ . ,X h 1--+ th} , g1 σ A g2σ ， where {X1 1--+ t 1 ， ・・・ ， Xh ←→ th} denotes substiｭ

tuting ti for Xi in g1 and g2 with 1 三 i ~ h. 日

The goal of enemies is to obtain at least one solution of ORUP, that is, to obtain 
at least one substitution σw hich satisf�s g1σ 言 g2σ.

The 組swer of the security problem for the protocol described by (F , A , 1 ,0 , G) 
is def�ed to be secure if and only if there exist no h terms in Q(A, 1 , 0) which satisちr
the condition. For simplicity, we say (F ,A ,I ,O ,G) is secure (or not secure) , if the 

組swer of i t is secure (or not secure). 

We may consider several (F, A , 1 , 0 , G)'s for the security of one protocol. 

3.2.2 Example: A Security Problem of Kerberos Protocol 

In this section, we f�st describe the network authentication protocol Kerberos 
briefiv. The aim of this protocol is to provide secure communication between a client 
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process and a server process by having a common session key between them. In detail, 
see [13]. 

In Kerberos protocol, there are two special kinds of servers, called Kerberos Server 
and Ticket-Granting Server (TGS). For simplicity, we consider the simplest case wher 
only one Kerberos Server and one TGS e氾st.

Kerberos Server holds all secret keys of servers, clients and TGS. Let tgs be th 
identifier of TGS, let K(s) , K(c) 叩d K(tgs) be a server s's, a client c's and tgs' 

secret key, and let K s( c, s) be the session key for the communication between c 姐d

s , respectively. Kerberos server creates a session key between a client and TGS, and a 

ticket by which TGS can authenticate the client. TGS creates a session key between a 

client and a server, and a ticket by which the server can authenticate the client. 

Let C2 and C3 denote functions concatenate 2 and 3 elements, respectively. Let 
E and D denote encryption and decryption functions on symmetric key cryptosystem, 
respectively. E(K, M) means the ciphe巾xt of plain text M encrypted by key K and 

D(K,C) me組s the decrypted text of ci phertext C by key K. 

In Kerberos protocol, a client c and a server s c姐 get a common session key each 

other by executing the following procedure (see Figure 3.1): 

1. Client c sends its identif�r c and the identif�r of TGS tgs to the Kerberos server 

to request issuing a ticket for TGS. 

2. Kerberos server creates a session key between the client c and the TGS, 
K s( c, tgs) , and a ticket Tc-tgs for TGS where 

Tc-tgs = E(K(tgs) , C3(c, tgs , Ks(c, tgs))). 

Then encrypt them by client どs secret key K(c) and returns it to the client c. 

3. The client c gets Tc-tgs and K s( c, tgs) by decrypting the data sent by Kerberos 
server with his secret key. By using the key Ks(c, tgs) , the client make his 
authenticator, 

Ac-tgs = E(Ks(c, tgs) , c) , 

and send the server's identif�r s , Tc-tgs and Ac-tgs to TGS. 

4. TGS conf�ms the validity of Tc-tgs and Ac-tgs received from the client c. Note 

that TGS can obtain K s(c, tgs) 企om Tc-tgs by using TGS's secret key. Only 

when they are valid, that is, when the names of client in Tc-tgs and Ac-tgs are the 

same, TGS creates a session key between the client c and the server s, denoted 
K s(c, s) , and a ticket for the server s, 

Tc-s = E (K (s), C3(c, s, K s(c, s ))). 
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Kerberos server tgs 

1 2 3 

5 
Client c Server s 

1. c, tgs 

2. E(K(c) ,C2(Ks(c, tgs) ,E(K(tgs) ,C3(c,tgs ,Ks(c ,tgs))))) 

3. s , E(K(tgs) , C3(c, tgs , K s(c, tgs))) ,E(K s(c, tgs) , c) 

4. E(Ks(c,tgs) ,C2(Ks(c, s) ,E(K(s) ,C3(c,s ,Ks(c , s))))) 

5. E(K(s) , C3(c, s , K s(c, s))) , E(K s(c, s) , c) 

Fig. 3.1 Ker beros protocol. 
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Then, TGS encrypts them by session key Ks(c, tgs) and returns 
E(Ks(c, tgs) , C2(Ks(c, s) , Tc-s)) to the client c. 

5. The client c gets Tc-s and K s( c, s) by using the session key K s( c, tgs) , then , 
sends Tc-s and c's authenticator , 

Ac-s = E(K s(c, s) , c) , 

to the server s. 

6. The server s confirms the validity of Tc-s and Ac-s received from the client c and 

gets the secret session key between the client c and the server s by decrypting 

Tc-s wi th his own secret key. 

We omit timing information like a timestamp, for simplicity, since it is secure with 

properly introduced restrictions on timing if the protocol is secure without them and 

we are mainly concerned with the core of the security problem. 

A Security Problem of Kerberos 

Consider the following security problem of Kerberos protocol when a client C1 

組d a server Sl get a common session key K s( CI, Sl) by using Kerberos protocol. The 

problem is whether or not an enemy client process, ec , and an enemy server process, es , 
C釦 obtain the session key between a client , C1 , and a server, Sl , under the condition 
that the enemy can use any information from unprotected channels and operations not 

prohibited in the protocol. 

Let ns and nc be the numbers of servers and clients which are not enemy, respecｭ
tively. We assume that nc andη5 are constan ts and that one session key has been held 

by each pむr of a client process and a server process. We consider the case that ec 組d

es have wiretapped all sessions concerned between all server processes 姐d all client 

processes. 

Then , the above security problem is described as follows: 

F = {E , D , C2 , C3 , P21 , P22 , P31 , P32 , P33 , OPK, OPT, Auth, K , K s 

tgs ,ec ,es} U {c.d1 三 t 三九c}U{SjI1 三 J :三九s}.

We use three sorts, Sc , Ss 組d SM in this description. The sort of functions 

which denote the names of client processes is Sc ・ The sort of functions which denote 

the names of server processes is S s. The sorts of the remaining functions are S M. 

Sorts Sc and Ss are subsorts of SM , that is, a funωn t of sort Sc (or Ss) is also of 

sort SM' In other words, the sort of every term in TVAR(F) is SM or its subsort. In 

Kerberos protocol, the Kerberos server and the TGS c叩 check the sorts of data sent 
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by a process and if at least one of the sorts are not valid , these server do not reply to 
the process. 

The meaning and the rank function of each operation are summarized in Tables 

3.1 and 3.2 , respectively. 

A = {E(X , D(X, Y)) == Y, D(X, E(X, Y)) == Y, 

P21(C2(X, Y)) == X , P22(C2(X, Y)) == Y, 

P31(C3(X, Y, Z)) == X , P32(C3(X, Y, Z)) == Y, 

P33(C3(X, Y, Z)) == Z ,Auth(X,X , Y) == Y, 

OPK(X) == E(K(X) , C2(K s(X, tgs) , E(K(tgs) , C3(X, tgs , Ks(X , tgs))))) , 

OPT(W,X , Y, Z) == Auth(P31(D(K(tgs) , Y)) , D(P33(D(K(tgs) , Y)) , Z) , 

E(P33(D(K(tgs) , Y)) , C2(K s(W,X) , E(K(X) , C3(P31(D(K(tgs) , Y)) , 

X ,Ks(W,X))))))} , 

1 = {tgs , C;, Sj , ec , es , K(eふ K(es ) ，

E(K(c;), C2(K s(ι tgs) ， E(K(tgs) , C3(c;, tgs , Ks(C;, tgs))))) , 

E(K(tgs) , C3( C;, tgs , K s( C;, tgs))) , E(K s( c;, tgs) , c) , 

E(K s( C;, tgs) , C2(K s(ら Sj) ， E(K(sj) , C3(c;, Sj , K(ら Sj))))) ，

E(K(sj) , C3(C;, Sj , K s(九 Sj))) ， E(K s(ら Sj) ， c;)}, 

o = {E ,D ,C2 , C3 ,P21 ,P22 , P31 , P32 , P33 , OPK, OPT, Auth} , 

(; = {X ,KS(Cl ,Sl)}. 

In the previous chapter, a sufficient condition is shown under which a security 

problem is decidable in polynomial time. An input formal description of a security 

problem to the system described in the previous chapter is required to satisfy the 

su伍cient condition. The system is not applicable to the security problem for Kerberos 

since the form ofaxioms for OPK and OPT do not satisfy the following subcondition 

Subcondition: Let 0 denote the subset of function symbols in 0 whose unique 

axiom 凶 the form f(X1 ， ・・. ,Xa(f)) == T , where Xi with 1 計三 α(f) are distinct 

variables, and for f ε0， let Af denote the axiom of f. Each variable Xi with 

l 三 t 三 α(f) occurs in its right-hand side T exactly once (right-linearity). 

3.3 Polynomial Time Verification Method 

In the security problem for Kerberos, the numbers ηc andηs depend on the netｭ
work ‘ and these values may be very large. Here, we prove that it is enough to consider 
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Table 3.1 Functions used in Kerberos protocol. 

E The encryption function. 

D The decryption function. 

C2 ,C3 Concatenate functions for two and three elements, respectively. 
P21 , P22 Projection functions for C2 which satisちr

the third and forth axioms in A , respectively. 
P31 , P32 , P33 Projection functions for C3 which satisちr

the fifth ぅ sixth and seventh axioms in A , respectively. 
OPK A function which corresponds to the operation in steps 1 and 2. 

OPT A function which corresponds to the operation in steps 3ωd 4. 

Auth A function which decides the validity of information 

sent in step 3. 
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Table 3.2 The rαnk functions of function symbols. 

function symbol I rank of 山 functi∞

E ,D (SM , SM; SM) 
C2 (SM , SM; SM) 
C3 (SM ,SM ,SM;5M) 

P21 ,P22 (SM;SM) ・

P31 , P32 , P33 (SM; SM) 

OPK (5C;SM) 

OPT (5c , 5s , SM, SM; SM) 
Auth (SM , SM, SM; SM) 
K (5M; SM) 

Ks (SM , SM; SM) 
tgs (入;SM)

Cゎ ec (入 ; 5c) 

Sj , es (入 ; Ss) 
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the ca.se where ηc = 1 組d ns = 1. The similar problem occurs for many protocols ・

Therefore, we consider this problem in a more general framework. 
ム ，、

Consider a security problem P .::: (F, A , 1 ,0 , G). For a constantαin F , in-
troduce a new constant a' of sort Sa and consider the following security problem 

P+ 会 (F+ ， A , 1+ , 0 , G) , where 

F+ = F υ{α'} ， 

ム= Iu{伊(t) Itε 1 ， t contむnsαin its subterm.} , 

and cp(t) is the term obtained from t by replacing everyαin t with a'. For P+ 組dP，

the following theorem holds in general. 

Theorem 1: P+ is secure iJJ P is secure. 

Proof. See Appendix A. 日

Corollary 1: The security problem for Kerberos with 組y nc and ns is secure iff the 

problem with nc = 1 and ns = 1 is secure. 

For a security problem which does not satisfy the Subcondition (right-linearity) 

explained in the previous section but satisfies other subconditions of the su伍cient

condition, there exist many ca.ses where the security of the protocol can be verified by 
using the following two theorems. 

Let 0 denote the subset of function symbols in 0 whose unique axiom ha.s the 

form ](X} ， ・・・ ， Xa(f)) == r・ 1 where Xi with 1 三 t 三 α(]) are distinct variables but this 

axiom does not satisちr the right-linearity, and for ]ε0， let A f denote the axiom of 
ム

]. Consider a formal description P ~ (F, A , 1 , 0 , G) such that 

1. the right-hand side of Af does not include ] in its subterm and 

2. there is no' occurrence of f in eveηterm in 1 and G. 

For f ε 0 , let ](Xb ・・ . , Xa(f)) == r be the unique axiom in which ] appears. 

Let Di be the set of terms in T(F) with sort sl with 1 三 t 三 α(]). Without loss of 

generality, we can a.ssume that there is a non-negative integer l with l ~α(f) such that, 
for 叩y i with 1 三 i ~ l , all of the following three conditions hold, and for l く i 三 α(]) ，

at lea.st one of the conditions does not hold:(l) Xi appears more than once in r , (2) 
the number of element in Di is finite，組d (3) Di � 1. 

Now we consider the following transformed formal description of a security problem 
^ ,.. ^ ^ ^ ^ 

p 芸 (F ， A , 1 ,0 , G): 

1. F is the set of function symbols obtained by replacing function ] with function 

symbols fal '…,aj where at ε Di. 
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2. A is the set ofaxioms defined ぉ follows: If l = α(1)， A = Aｭ

{f(X1 ， ・・・ ， Xa(f) ) == r}. Otherwise, replace the axiom f(X1 γ . ., Xa(f)) 
ム r== r wi th the following 叩oms: for all substitutionsσ~ {X1 日 α1 ，. . ., Xl f--t 

α!} with at ε Dt ， 

ん 1 ， ...，al(Xl+ 1 ，'" ,Xa( f)) ==ァσ.

3. ﾎ 全 1 u {rσ|σ = {X1 日 α1γ ・・ ， Xl ト→ αl} ， αt ε Di , l 三 t 三 l} if l = α (f). 
Otherwise, 1 全 1.

4.0 全 0 一 {f} if l = α(f). Otherwise, let 0 be the set of function symbols 

obtained from 0 by replacing f with all functions fal' …,al where αiε Di' 

5. G 全 G.

For P 臼d jう， the following theorem obviously holds: 

Theorem 2: P is secure iff P is secure. 

If there is no 以iom in ﾂ w hich does not satisちT the right-linearity, then by applying 
the system described in the previous chapter to the transformed problem, we can veriちr

the security. 

In the secuf�y problem of Kerberos described in the previous section, this theorem 
cωbe used to remove the non-right-linearity of AOPK and AoPT. But there still 

remains an 鉱山担 AOPT wblcb does not satisちT the right-linearity. 
ム

For a formafdescript卲n of a security problem P ;; (F , A , 1 ,0 , G) , let 0 be the 

To describe the new 叩oms ， we need some definitions. Let N+ 組d N~ be the set 

of positive integers and the set of strings of positive integers, respectively. Let 入

be the empty string in N~. For tε TVAR(F) ， we define the set of “occurrences" 

of subterms of t , denoted Occ(t) � N~ ， and the subterm at occurrence v, denoted 
t / v , for v ε Occ(t) as follows: 

ムハ
(a) If t is a constant in F or a variable, then 0α(t) ;; {入}，組d t/入呈 t.

-3~、ー

(b) If t = f ( t 1, t2γ ・ . ,ta(f)) , then OCC(t) 全{入}u{ω 1 1 三 i 三 α(f) ， v ε OCC(ti)} 
t/入金 t and t/iv 全 ti/v.

The left-hand side of f"s axiom is 

1'(Xll ,..., Xll1 ,... ， Xα(f)1 γ ・. , Xa(f)la(f)) 

Suppose that the occurrences of Xi in r with 1 三 t 三 α(f) are Ot1 , • . • , 01l" then 

the right-hand side of f"s axiom be the form obtained from r by replacing r /Otj 

with a variable Xij where 1 ~ j :S li. For example, if 1's 以iom is 

f(X ,Y) ==ん(X， Y, h2(Y, h3 (X , Y))) , 

where X and Y are variables, then f"s axiom is 

1'(X1, X2 ， 九九 ， Y3) == h1 (XI，九九2(九九3(X2 ， }3))). 

For a term tε TvAR(F) ， let ψ (t) be the term obtained 企om t by replacing every 

Sl伽erm of the form f (t 1 ， ・・・， tα(f)) with 

1'(と-4b 包ι44LL)

4. l' = {ψ (t) It ε I}. 

5. G'= {ψ(gl) ， ψ (g2)}. 

For any P and its transformed description P' , the following theorem holds. 

Theorem 3: If P' is secure, then P is also secure. 

Proof. See Appendix A. 日

Let (F,A ,I,O ,G) be the formal description of a security problem by applying 

Theorem 2 and A contむns axioms which do not satisfy the right-linearity. In this case, 
run the system described in the previous chapter for the transformed formal description 

(F' ,A' ,I',O' ,G') and decide the security. If the output is secure, which implies that 
(F ,A ,I ,O ,G) is also secu民 then output “Secure" , otherwise output “This system 

cannot decide the security" and halt. In our problem about Kerberos, this theorem is 
used to remove the non-right-linearity of AoPT (for n凶her detail, see the next section). 
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3.4 Verification Example: Verification for Security of Kerｭ

beros Protocol 

From Corollary 1, i t is su伍cient to consider the case where there exist one server 

process, denoted s 1, and one clien t process, denoted C1 , in deciding the securi ty of 
Kerberos. 

By using theorems in the last section , transform the problem as follows: By Theｭ
orem 2, instead of considering the function OP K and its axiom, add the terms (to 1) 
obtained by substituting a client's names Cl and an enemy client's name ec for X of the 

right-hand side of AOPK , respectively. For the function OPT and its axiom, the set 
of terms which can be substituted for W 叩dX 紅e {Cl' ec } 組d {Sl' es } , respectively. 
By Theorem 2, instead of the function symbol OPT and its axiom , it is su伍cient to 

introduce the new function symbols OPTC1 ,S1' OPTec ,Sll OPTc1 ,e. and OPT.ω. and 

their axioms: 

OPTC1 ,S1 (Y, Z) == Auth(P31(D(K(tgs) , Y)) , D(P33(D(K(tgs) , Y)) , Z) , 

~(P33(D(K(tgs) ， Y)) ，(72(Ks(Cl ， Sl) ， ~(K(Sl) ，(73(P31(D(K(tgs) ， Y)) ， 

Sl , KS(Cl' Sl)))))) , (3.1) 

OP丸山S1 (Y, Z) == Auth(P31(D(K(tgs) , Y)) , D(P33(D(K(tgs) , Y)) , Z) , 

~(P33(D(K(tgs) ， Y)) ，(72(Ks(eC ， sl) ， ~(K(sふ (73(P31(D(K(tgs) ， Y)) , 

Sl , Ks(ec, Sl)))))) , (3.2) 

OPTc1 ,e.(Y, Z) == Auth(P31(D(K(tgs) , Y)) , D(P33(D(K(tgs) , Y)) , Z) , 

~(P33(D(K(tgs) ， Y)) ，(72(Ks(Cl ， es) ， ~(K(es) ，(73(P31(D(}((tgs) ， Y)) ， 

es, KS(Cl' es)))))) , and (3.3) 

OPTt!c,e.(Y, Z) == Auth(P31(D(K(tgs) , Y)) , D(P33(D(K(tgs) , Y)) , Z) , 

~(P33(D(K(tgs) ， Y)) ，(72(Ks(ec ， es) ， ~(K(es) ，(73(P31(D(K(tgs) ， Y)) , 

es, K s(ec, es))))))' (3.4) 

Moreover, instead of using these four function symbols, introduce the new function 

symbols, OP7π: 1h川，バ川s
the wa匂.y to construct the tむra叩.nsfo白rme“d description in Theorem 3. 

After reconstructing the formal description in Section 3, the transformed formal 
description for this problem is as follows: 

F = {E , D, C2 , C3 , P21 , P22 , P31 , P32 , P33, Auth, J(, 

OPT~ω 

A = {E(X, D(X, Y)) == Y, D(X, E(X, Y)) == Y, 

P21(C2(X, Y)) == X,P22(C2(X, Y)) == Y: 
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P31(C3(X, Y, Z)) == X , P32(C3(X, Y, Z)) == Y, 

P33(C3(X, Y, Z)) == Z , Auth(X, X, Y) == Y, 

and the four axiorns of OPT~l，S1' OPT~C ， s1' 0閃l ，e. and 0町c ，e.

obtained 仕om Eq.(3.1)一(3 .4)} , 

1 = {tgs ， cl ， sl ， ec ， es ，J((eふ J( (es ) ，

E(J( (c) , C2(K s(c, tgs) , E(J((tgs) , C3(c, tgs , J( s(c, tgs))))) , 

E(J( (ec),C2(J(s(ec,tgs) ,E(J((tgs) ,C3(ec, tgs ,J(s(ec,tgs))))) , 

E(J( (tgs) , C3( c, tgs , J( s( c, tgs))) , E(K s( c, tgs) , c) , 

E(}(S(Cl ,tgS) ,C2(J(s(Cl ,Sl) ,E(J((Sl) ,C3(Cl ,Sl ,J(S(Cl ,Sl))) )) , 

E(J( s(ec,tgs) , C2(}(s(ec, sl) ， E(J((eふ C3(ec ， sl ，J(s(eC ， sl))))) ，

E(J( (Sl) ,C3(Cl ,Sl ,J(S(Cl ,Sl))) ,E(}(s(Cl ,Sl) ,Cl)} , 
o = {E ,D,C2 ,C3 ,P21 ,P22 ,P31 ,P32 ,P33 ,Auth , 

OP凡S1' OPT~C ，sl' 0町1 ，ν OPT~c ，e.} ，
G = {X,}( S(Cl' sI)}. 

By using the system constructed in the previous chapter, we have decided the securi ty 
and the answer is “Secure". It takes about 8.5 hours to decide the security by using 

DEC AlphaServer 2100 4/275 (202.9 SPECint 92). Consequently, we conclude that 
the enemy processes ec and es cannot obtain KS(Cl ,Sl)' 

3.5 Conclusions 

In this chapter, we introduce some transformations of a formal description of a 

security problem 組d prove some theorems on the relation between the security of the 

original description and that of transformed one. By using the theorems, we present a 

useful approach -to decide security problems which do not satisち， some of the condi tions 

descri bed in the previous chapter. This method c姐おsure the security for the security 

problem in a class which properly includes the class the above algorithm can assure. 

For this reason , this method gives cryptographic protocol designers great helps. 
For an application of this new method, we considered a basic security problem of 

Kerberos protocol, and have conf�med its security. 
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Chapter 4 

Conclusions 

In this dissertation, polynomial time verification methods for the security of crypｭ
tographic protocols were described. 

In Chapter 2, the implementation and the evaluation of an algorithm proposed 
in [6, 7] to decide the security of cryptographic protocols was shown. For the security 

problems of cryptographic protocols which satisfy the su伍cient condition[6, 7] under 

which the algorithm is applicable, the system could solve the security problems in a few 

minutes or less for simple protocols and in two days or less for comparatively complex 

protocols. By these result, it was confirmed that this system could decide the security 
in practical time. Moreover, this is the first system which can assure the security of 
cryptographic protocols and this is the first system which stops in polynomial time. 

There are some cases that the security problems of cryptographic protocols prか

posed so far do not satisちr the su伍cient condition. Many of those security problems do 

not satisか one subcondition called right-linearity, but satisfy any other subconditions 
of the su伍cient condition. In Chapter 3, we proposed a polynomial time verification 

method for such security problems. Not all the security of such problems ca且 be deｭ

cided by this new method , that is, this verification method has the cases that outputs 
“This system cannot decide the security" for such security problems but this method 

can always stop in polynomial time. In the security problems that newly can be asｭ

sured the security by this new method , there exists a security problem for the network 

authentication protocol, Kerberos, which is used in the Internet. By this fact , it is 

shown that this new method is more useful than the decision algorithm proposed in 

[6, 7]. 
Consequently, we concluded that , by using the system and the verification method 

described in this dissertation , we can analyze the security of cryptographic protocols 
more formally. 

The future research subjects are as follows: The form ofaxioms in Al. is veηr 

restricted , that is, only the form f(Xl ， ・・. , Xa( f)) is allowed by the su伍cient condition. 

One subject is, by relaxing the restriction of the form of left-hand side ofaxioms in All 
to get the new su伍cient condition to make the problem decidable, and , by modiをying
the procedures related to Al. of the decision algorithm, to construct a new decision 

algorithm under the new su血cient condition. Another subject is to output how the 
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enemy get to their goal information concretely when the system or the verification 

method have decided that the security of a cryptographic protocol is insecure. This 

information will be a help to detect the fault of this insecure protocol. 
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Appendix A 

Proofs of Theorerns 

Proof of Theorem 1 

To prove Theorem 1, we show the following lemmas first: 

Lemma 1: For two terms t1 and t2 in T(F+) such that t1 ~ t2 ， ψ-1(t 1 ) 言 ψ-1 (t2), 
where ψ-l(t+) is the term obtained from t+ by replacing every a' in t+ with α. 

Proof. The set A ofaxioms in P + is the same as that in P, and no はiom in A 

includes a'. For this reason , whenever t1 ~ t2 holds ， ψ-1(t 1 ) ~ cp-l(t2) also holds. 日

Lemma 2: For each t+ε Q(A， 1+,0) , there exists one term tε Q(A， 1 , 0) such that 

ψ-1 (九) = t. 

Proof. We prove this lemma by induction. 

For a formal description (F' , A', 1', 0' , G') , let Qi(A' , 1' ,0' ) be the set of terms 

defined as follows: 

1. Qo(A' , 1' ,0') = 1', 

2. Qi+1 = Qi U {f(t1 γ ・ . , ta(f)) I for f ε0' and ti ε Qi(A' ， 1', 0') 
whose sort is S{ with 1 三 i 三 α(f)}

u{t21 for t1ε Qi(A' ， 1', 0') 姐d t2ξ T(F') such that 

t1 i , t2}. 

We prove this lemma by showing that, for each t+ε Qi(A， 1+ ,0) , there exists one 
term tε Qi(A ， I， O) such that cp-1(t+) = t. 

For each t+ε Qo(A ， 1+ ,0) , the statement holds obviously. Assume that the 

statement holds for i = k , 
C笠旦主: Consider f (t1, . ・・ ttα(1))ε Qk+l (A , 1+ , 0) with t 1, . 一 ， ta(f) ε Qk(A， 1+ ,0). 
Sinceψ-1(f(t1' ・・.， ta(f))) = f(cp-1(tI)， ・・・ 3 伊-l(ta(f))) and each cp-l(tj) with 1 ~ j 三

α(f) is in Qk(A , 1 , 0) by inductive hypothesis, we have that 

f(ψ一 1(t1 ) ，. ..， ψ一 l(ta(f))) ε Qk+l(A ， 1 ,0). 

C坐旦.1: Consider t2+ ε Qk+l (A , 1+ ,0) such that there is a term t l+ ε Qk(A， I+ ， O) 

with tl+三 t2+ ・ There exists t1ε Qk(A ， 1 , 0) such that cp-l(tl+) = t1 by inductive 

hypothesis. By Lemma 1, cp-l(t2+) 三 t1 and cp-l(t糾)ε Qk+l (A , 1 ,0) holds. 日
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Proof of Theorem 1. Since Q(A, 1, 0) c Q(A , 1+, 0) holds by the definitions of 

P and P+ , if P is not secure, then P+ is not secure. 
ム、

For 91 and 92 in G and a substitution σ~ {X1 日 t1 ，. . ., Xh ~ th} , suppose that 
ψ(91)σ 三 ψ(92)σholds， where ti is in Q(A , 1+ ,0) with 1 三 t 三九

The 制 of variables of a term t and that of 伊 (t) are the same. By the definition 

of ψandψ一 l ，

<p-1 (ψ(91)σ) = 91σcp-l ， 

where σcp-l denotes the substitution {X1 ~ <p-1(t 1 ) ， ・・・ ， Xh~ ψ-1 (th)} ,and 

<p-1(ψ(92)σ) = 92σcp-l 

holds. Since each ti with 1 :S i :S h is in Q(A , 1+ ,0) , by Lemma 2, each <p-1(む) is in 

Q(A , 1, 0). By Lemma 1, we have that 

<p-1(ψ(91)σ) 言伊-1 (伊(92)σ).

Consequently, if P+ is not secure, then P is not secure. 日

Proof of Theorem 3 

To prove Theorem 3, we show that the following lemmas hold: 

Lemma 3: For two terms t1 and t2 in T(F) such that t1 ~ t2 ， ψ (t 1) ~ψ(t2 ). 

Proof. By the definitions of A and A' , whenever an axiom A in A is applicable to 

a term 日 T(F) , the axiom A' in A' corresponding to A is applicable to the term 

ψ (t). And for the resultant term t' of applying A to t , the resultant term of applying 
A' toψ(t) isψ (t'). Hence, the statement holds. 日

Lemma 4: For each t ε Q(A ， I， O) ， ψ (t) ε Q(A' ， 1' ,0'). 
Proof. We prove the lemma by induction. Let Qi be the set of terms defined in the 

proof of Lemma 2. We prove thls lemma by showing that 

ψ(t) ε Qi(A' ， 1', 0') for each t ε Qi(A ， I ， O). 

In two formal descriptions P and P' , for tε Qo(A ， 1,0) , obviously 

ψ(t) ε Qo(A' ， 1', 0') (basis). Assume that the statement holds for k. Consider 

f(t 1, . .. ， ta(f)) ε Qk+1(A ， 1 , 0) with t 1 γ . . , ta(f) ε Qk(A ， I ， O). 

C主主主主: In the case that f rt 0 , since ψ(f(t 1 γ ・ .， tα(f))) = f(ψ(t 1)， . 一， ψ(ta(f)))
and each ψ ( t，) ε Qk(A' ， I' ， 0') with 1 ~ i 壬 α(f) ， we have thatψ(f(t 1 γ . . , ta(f))) ε 

Qk+1(A' , 1', 0'). 
In the other case that f ε0， ψ(f(h ， ・・. , tα(f))) is 

f'( 

la(f) 
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by the definition of f and f'. Since each ψ(む)ε Qk(A' ， 1', 0') with 1 三 t 三 α(f) ， all 

arguments of f' むe in Qk(A' , 1' ,0') a凶 f' εOf ，

f'(ψ(t 1 ) ， • • . ， ψ (t 1 ) ， • . . ， ψ (ta(f) )γ ・・， ψ (ta( f))) 

Iα (f ) 

in Qk+1(A' , 1', 0'). Consequently, 

ψ(f(t 1 γ . . , ta(f))) ε Qk+1(A' ， 1', 0'). 

己主主主~: For tk ε Qk(A， 1 , 0) and t ε T(F) such that tk ~ t , t ε Qk+1(A ， 1 , 0) 
by assumption. By Lemma 3，ゆ (tk ) i， ψ (t) holds. Since ψ(t) ε T(F') ， ψ (t) ε 

Qk+1(A' , 1' ， 0'). 日

Proof of Theorem 3. We prove the contraposition. Like the proof of Theorem 1, 
for 91 組d 92 in G and a substitution 0', suppose that 

91σ A 92σ. 

By the definition of ψ? 

ψ(91)σ=ψ(91)σ和

where σψdenotes the substitution {X1 同 ψ(t1 ) ， . . . ， Xh 日 ψ(th)} ，and

ψ(92)σ=ψ(92)σ和

hold. By Lemma 4, each ψ(む) with 1 :S i :S h are in Q(A' , 1',0'). By Lemma 3, 

ψ(91)σψZψ(92)σψ 

that is, 
ψ(91)σZψ(92)σ. 

Consequently，正 P is not secure, then P' is not secure. 日
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